Investment opportunity
The problem: Fast video encoding
Efficient video broadcasting is becoming crucial for a number of

HD video bit rate. And the video content will be more and more

activities that utilize video on the internet: from advertising to

produced in UHD.

news to sport and social media, more and more content video is
produced, shared and broadcasted every day.

The broadcasting of huge video ﬁles is very expensive, as they
use a lot of bandwith and cannot be handled efficiently. Therefo-

YouTube claims that over 400 hours of content are uploaded

re, to be transmitted, videos need to be encoded. The encoding

every single minute. Cisco states that annual global IP traffic will

methodology is based on mathematical algorithms such as

reach 3.3 ZB per year by 2021, and IP video traffic will be 82% of

Codec, that in the last years has dramatically improved the

such number. Video traffic will grow fourfold from 2016 to 2021. It

quality/size ratio. But to do so, more calculation power and thus

would take more than 5 million years to watch the amount of

more computing resources are necessary.

video that will cross global IP networks each month in 2021.
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This represents a critical factor for network communications and
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data storage, which cannot currently handle the transmission nor
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the storage capacity.
This is even worse with the introduction of Ultra-High Deﬁnition
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(UHD), because the bit rate for 4K video is more than double the
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solution

Tangram aims to develop a decentralized platform that will

Each of the 6 nodes will encode its tiny portion of the video and

provide video encoding services using peer-to-peer technology:

will send it back to the Tangram hub, that – after having perfor-

virtually any server, pc, smartphone or even TV and wash machi-

med quality checks – will put the video together, fully encoded.

ne, has unutilized (or sub-utilized) computational power that can

For its work, the node will be rewarded with a token (the

be used to perform encoding tasks.

Tangram) via Ethereum Blockchain.

The Tangram App (for smartphones and desktop devices) will

Such technology will be using both permissioned (i.e. private) and

allow users to become part of the Tangram network to perform

public Blockchain (Ethereum) as an effective, innovative and

encoding task on individual video fragments shipped from a

secure tool to identify and authenticate users, to empower and

central HUBs cluster.

synchronize the task to be performed, to track and manage

In order to be encoded, for example a 1-minute video will be split

encoding activities thanks to the distributed ledger technology.

by the Tangram platform (hub) in six 10-seconds bits, and each

Finally, Blockchain will be used to record credits and reward the

bit will be sent to a peer computer or smartphone (“node”)

users.

available at that moment on the Tangram network.
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https://venturebeat.com/2017/08/28/youtube-we-still-want-gamers-to-earn-money-on-youtube/
Cisco Whitepaper “The ZettaByte Era, Trends and Analysis”, June 2017
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Single computers can only

A single server can be rocked

The p2p network that process

The business model utilizes

perform to their best ability but

by glitches, but with distributed

the tasks can accommodate an

“third parties” unutilized CPUs

with distributed computing,

computing, a single glitch

inﬁnite

nodes

and rewards them with a token,

you get the best from across

cannot result to complete

without need of new conﬁgu-

so that lower hardware invest-

the whole system.

system failures.

rations or manual tasks.

ments are required

number

of

The fundraising
Tangram has been developing the proof of concept and alpha

Proceeds from the ICO will ﬁnance the “traditional” business

components for the last 9 months, capitalizing on its experience

development, in order to expand the peer-to-peer network and

in video encoding, network optimization and user authentication.

to approach the large market of video encoding to sell the

IES Italia is now raising Seed Capital in order to achieve the

Tangram platform.

following milestones:

Tangram will leverage on IES Italia’s business connections with all

To build the system and conclude the test phase of the “beta

the major international market players.

version” of the Tangram App. Proceeds will be used to build
up the organization, hire the personnel and buy the technical
infrastructure.
To bring the Tangram token to private sale
To bring the initial coin offering to launch

The Team
Chiara Verderio

Raffaele Borgese

Gioele Cerati

CEO

Advisor

CTO & Head of Blockchain

chiara@tngrm.io

raffaele@tngrm.io

gioele@tngrm.io

Chiara has over 20 year of experience in
ﬁnance and private investments. Chiara will
be focused in running the company, ensuring
that the project is well on track. She is in
charge of the business development and of
the ICO management.

Raffaele has 25 years of experience in IT and
technical innovation. Blockchain enthusiast
and serial startupper, he grants his technical
overview and insight for the deployment of
the project.

Gioele has artistic and humanistic studies as
background and 10 years experience in web
and software development. He’s a
blockchain expert and provides the technological solutions for Tangram, monitoring the
state of the software and the overall project.

Attilio Drei

Shabi Hashemi

Nando Dessena

Head of system

Head of Software

Solidity Developer

attilio@tngrm.io

shabi@tngrm.io

nando.dessena@tngrm.io

Attilio has over 25 years of experience in
system integration and operating systems,
and he is focused on building the network
and infrastructure as well the security of the
Tangram network.

Shabi is an electronic engineer with 10 years
of experience in the backend system
development, expert in Python and system
engineering. She is focused on building the
backend logic and software.

Writes code since he learned how to write.
Blockchain and crypto enthusiast, specialized
in developing smart contracts via Ethereum.
25 years working as developer, teacher and
advisor on both corporate and open source
projects.

